Abstract-Hybrid LROC studies can be used to more realistically assess the impact of reconstruction strategies, compared to those constructed with digital phantoms. This is because hybrid data provides the background variability that is present in clinical imaging, as well as, control over critical imaging parameters, required to conduct meaningful tests. Hybrid data is obtained by adding Monte Carlo simulated lesions to disease free clinical projection data. Due to Ga-67 being a particularly challenging radionuclide for imaging, we use Ga-67 hybrid SPECT data to study the effectiveness of the various correction strategies developed to account for degradations in SPECT imaging. Our data was obtained using GE-VG dual detector SPECT-CT camera. After determining a target lesion contrast we conduct pilot LROC studies to obtain a near-optimal set of reconstruction parameters for the different strategies individually. These near-optimal parameters are then used to reconstruct the final evaluation study sets. All LROC study results reported here were obtained employing human observers only. We use final LROC study results to assess the impact of attenuation compensation, scatter compensation and detector resolution compensation on data reconstructed with the RBI-EM algorithm. We also compare these with FBP reconstructions of the same dataset. Our experiment indicates an improvement in detection accuracy, as various degradations inherent in the image acquisition process are compensated for in the reconstruction process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Digital anthropomorphic phantoms have been extensively employed to simulate tomographic acquisitions via Monte Carlo methods for the purpose of studying relative performance of the reconstruction strategies [1] - [4] . Such simulation techniques provide an invaluable tool in studying the accuracy of a reconstruction algorithm, and in validating the effects of the various compensation strategies employed to correct for the various factors that degrade the image data This work was supported by National Institute for Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering under grant R01-EB02798. The contents are solely the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the National Institute of Health.The authors would also like to thank Lily Krnezich for assistance in acquiring the clinical studies. acquisition process. They are, however, limited in their ability to provide a completely relevant assessment of the quality of reconstructions. This is because the background as provided by a mathematical phantom lacks the variability that is present in clinical imaging. While some effort has been made to capture this variability in simulated backgrounds [5] , it might be more realistic to use disease free real patient backgrounds obtained in clinical studies and introduce into them simulated lesion activity [6] . Such hybrid images can be used for a more clinically realistic assessment of competing reconstruction algorithms and the various compensation strategies employed.
We have conducted such a study. Our dataset consists of clinically obtained, disease-free Ga-67 SPECT/CT acquisitions, to which Monte-Carlo generated tumors have been added. We use Ga-67 citrate projection data, as this particular radionuclide emits a variety of energy photons which complicate attenuation and scatter correction and require the usage of medium energy collimators. Added to this, patient specific background variability further impacts lesion detection accuracy. Ga-67 data thus provides a rich test bed for studying the performance of the various reconstruction strategies. Our aim is to perform a systematic study of the impact of these reconstruction strategies on detection accuracy using hybrid data. We conduct human observer localization ROC (LROC) studies on the reconstructed images, to quantify and evaluate the impact of the different methods. The reconstruction strategies compared were: i. attenuation compensation (AC), ii. scatter compensation (SC) using the ESSE method, and iii. resolution compensation (RC) [7] - [12] , using the RBI-EM iterative reconstruction algorithm. We compare these with FBP reconstructions of the same dataset [16] . Prior to comparison the parameter set of the reconstruction algorithms for each strategy have been optimized via preliminary LROC studies. We have chosen the mediastinal area as the region of interest for our investigation. This is because the mediastinum provides the most challenging task for Ga-67 citrate imaging clinically.
II. METHODS
The work is subdivided into three parts i. hybrid data generation, ii. pilot LROC studies and iii. final evaluation study.
A. Hybrid Data Generation:
The clinical datasets used for anatomical backgrounds consist of 11 disease free Ga-67 SPECT-CT acquisitions obtained using the GE-VG SPECT/CT system. In all cases patient identities were masked from the datasets and image usage was under IRB approval. Each patient volume was then used to create 15 abnormal cases with one tumor per case. Individual volume slices were not used more than once. The lesions were created as 1-cm diameter spheres filled with uniform activity and were randomly placed within the clinically relevant mediastinal area of each patient. The mediastinal area was defined using patient specific masks obtained by segmenting the reconstructed CT images. Lesion projections were then generated with the Monte-Carlo program SIMIND [13] using attenuation weights supplied by the transmission maps. The tumor projections were then scaled relative to the background and added to it. A pilot LROC study employing human observers was conducted to determine the lesion scaling factor which produced an average area of ≈ 0.8 under the LROC curve. The image sets used for this study were reconstructed using the RBI-EM [14] method with AC, RC and SC using the ESSE method [15] and used 15 RBI iterations with a subset of size 4. A Gaussian kernel having standard deviation σ = 1.0 was used to smoothen the output data for these initial studies. For LROC studies, the image slices containing the lesion centers were then extracted, adaptively thresholded, interpolated to 256 × 256 and converted to 8 bit grey-scale format. The thresholding was performed in the following manner: the maximum lesion count values (MLC) for all the images with lesions were evaluated. The maximum and the standard deviation of the MLC's were then determined. For a particular image, pixels having values greater than one standard deviation from the maximum of the MLC value were set to the maximum MLC value:
Here, I(x, y) is the pixel value of the image at (x, y), and σ(MLC) is the standard deviation of the MLC values. Note that each LROC study session consisted of an initial training session followed by the test-study session. This was done to acclimatize the observer to the study environment.
B. Pilot Study:
Human observer pilot studies were conducted using 3 of the 11 patient datasets to optimize the reconstruction parameters. In reality this can only produce a near-optimal parameter set. The optimizations were performed for each strategy individually. The strategies compared are i. RBI-EM with no correction (NC), ii. RBI-EM with attenuation compensation (AC), iii. RBI-EM with resolution compensation (RC), v. RBI-EM with AC and SC (ASC), v. RBI-EM with AC, SC and RC (ALLC) and vi. FBP. For the iterative strategies the parameters optimized are the iteration number for the RBI-EM algorithm and the standard deviation of the post reconstruction Gaussian filter. Under FBP, the only parameter optimized is the cut-off frequency of the post-reconstruction Butterworth filter. Care was taken to randomize the reading order of the images for each study session, as well as the study order for each reader. The readers for this phase of the study consisted of three physicists and one physician.
C. Final Evaluation:
Images for the final study set were reconstructed using the remaining 8 clinical datasets. There were 120 normal and 120 abnormal images. 40 of these images (20 normal and the corresponding 20 abnormal cases ) were used for observer training at the start of each study session. The remaining 200 images were evaluated by each individual observer over two study sessions. The observer pool consisted of 6 readers (3 of whom were physicists and 3 physicians).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The near-optimal values for the iterative reconstructions are shown in Table I while that for the FBP 1 reconstruction is shown in Table II. Table III displays the LROC ares obtained in the final evaluation studies. The areas were determined using Swensson's LROC software [18] applied to the individual observer response data. Prior to running the LROC software, we pool each observer's response data for a given strategy. The mean observer LROC area scores, shown in Table III were then computed. Figures 2(a)-2(b) are box-plots 2 of the observer LROC areas and standard errors for the strategies. The area plot indicates an overall difference between LROC scores corresponding to the strategies.
In order to assess the significance of these differences, a two-way ANOVA [19] , [20] was performed on the LROC areas by categorizing the observer and strategy factors. Table IV displays the results of the analysis. Note that the p−values for the F statistic across both factors are much lower than a 0.01 significance level. This indicates significant differences among the strategies and among observers. Tukey's HSD [19] test was then employed to assess the significance of pairwise differences between two given strategies. The results of this test are displayed in TableV The test indicates that observer performance under the ALLC strategy is significantly greater α = 0.05 than the other strategies. However, no significant pair-wise differences are detected between the RC, AC or ASC strategies, though, each of these strategies differ significantly with the NC and FBP strategies. Finally, observer performances under the NC and FBP are practically identical. To assess any interactions effects that might be present between strategy, observer and the individual patient datasets, a 3-way ANOVA-with-interaction test was performed. In order to carry out this analysis, the LROC scores have to be categorized across 3 factors and the additional factor in this case is the individual patient dataset. Note, however, that as each patient dataset is used to generate a total of 30 images, the LROC areas computed using the response scores corresponding to each of the strategy-observer-dataset combination will not be robust. In order to circumvent this we use pseudo-values.
To compute pseudo-values, let k denote the total number of datasets, let Q k be the LROC area computed using response scores from all datasets and take Q i,k−1 to be the LROC area computed by excluding the response scores for the i-th dataset. The pseudo-value corresponding to the i-th dataset is then defined by:
Pseudo-values are jack-knife transformations of the LROC areas, however, note that they can be negative. Table VI lists the means and standard deviations of the pseudo-values computed for each strategy. Note that the pseudo-value means are quite similar to the mean observer LROC areas shown in Table III .
The presence of 3 factors give rise to an equal number of two-way ANOVA-with-interaction tests. In our case only one of these three tests resulted in a significant pairwise interaction effect, the two interacting factors being strategy and dataset. Table. VII lists the ANOVA results. Figure 4(a) is the plot between strategy and observer factors plotted across different levels of the dataset factor. Note how the plot lines corresponding to different levels of dataset factor intersect appreciably, indicating interaction. Figure 4(b) is the interaction plot between the observer-dataset factors, and has been included to convey an idea of factors that do no interact significantly. Figure 5 (a) displays slices from the different patient datasets reconstructed using RBI-EM with attenuation and scatter compensation. The images convey an idea of the background variability that an observer deals with when evaluating images. A 3-way ANOVA was also carried out on the pseudo-value dataset with the same 3 factors. The results are shown in Table VIII . Apart from detecting overall significant differences arising due to strategy and observer variability, the 3-way ANOVA also detects significant differences that arise due to variability in the reconstructed patient dataset. The plots in Figure 3 (c) visually convey this.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have completed a systematic study on the human observer detection performance of the RBI-EM iterative reconstruction algorithm with various compensation strategies included. Analysis of the observer response data indicates the following:
• Post ANOVA analysis detects significant pairwise differences in detection performance between the RBI-EM with the all corrections strategy and each of the other strategies. The all correction strategy has superior detection performance in each case.
• No significant difference in detection performance is detected between RBI-EM reconstructed with RC, AC or AC+SC. However each of these strategies have superior performance when compared to the RBI-EM with no corrections and with the FBP reconstruction method.
• No significant difference in performance is detected between RBI-EM with no corrections and the FBP reconstruction strategies.
• ANOVA analysis indicates significant inter-observer performance differences (Figure 3(d) ) as well as, differences in performance due to variability in reconstructed patient datasets (Figure 3(c) ). • Significant interaction effects between reconstruction strategy and patient datasets could be due the parameter optimization scheme used in the study. To recapitulate, for the RBI-EM algorithm, we optimized the iteration number and the post-reconstruction Gaussian blur, while for the FBP method, the cut-off frequency of the postreconstruction Butterworth filter was optimized. Moreover, optimizations were performed using a portion of the patient background which were not re-used for the evaluation studies. However, there is no firm reason to believe that parameters optimized for a subset of the data should be optimal for the entire set, and it is quite plausible that detection performance across strategies will be different if individual patient datasets could be optimized separately.
• Detection accuracy, as measured via human observer LROC areas, tend to improve as more compensation strategies are incorporated into the reconstruction process. The standard deviation in the LROC areas/pseudovalues for a given strategy, computed over reader-dataset combinations, can be considered to be a measure of the reconstruction noise associated with that strategy. The decreasing value of the standard deviation, as more corrections are incorporated ( see Table VI ), therefore indicates an improvement in image quality.
